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Environmental flows are a critical tool for addressing ecological degradation of river
systems brought about by increasing demand for limited water resources. The
importance of basin scale management of environmental flows has long been recognized
as necessary if managers are to achieve social, economic, and environmental objectives.
The challenges in managing environmental flows are now emerging and include the
time taken for changes to become manifest, uncertainty around large-scale responses
to environmental flows and that most interventions take place at smaller scales. The
purpose of this paper is to describe how conceptual models can be used to inform the
development, and subsequent evaluation of ecological objectives for environmental flows
at the basin scale. Objective setting is the key initial step in environmental flow planning
and subsequently provides a foundation for effective adaptive management. We use the
implementation of the Basin Plan in Australia’s Murray-Darling Basin (MDB) as an example
of the role of conceptual models in the development of environmental flow objectives
and subsequent development of intervention monitoring and evaluation, key steps in the
adaptive management of environmental flows. The implementation of the Basin Plan was
based on the best science available at the time, however, this was focused on ecosystem
responses to environmental flows. The monitoring has started to reveal that limitations in
our conceptualization of the basin may reduce the likelihood of achieving of basin scale
objectives. One of the strengths of the Basin Plan approach was that it included multiple
conceptual models informing environmental flow management. The experience in the
MDB suggests that the development of multiple conceptual models at the basin scale
will help increase the likelihood that basin-scale objectives will be achieved.
Keywords: environmental flow, river, restoration, degradation, adaptive management

INTRODUCTION
The increasing demand for water resources globally means that social, economic and
environmental objectives are not being met, particularly when freshwater ecosystems are already
severely degraded in many areas (Vorosmarty and Sahagian, 2000). Given strong hydrological
connectivity of water resources throughout a river basin, and particularly the dependence of
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system responses increases with scale, with greatest uncertainty
associated with catchment or basin scale environmental flow
responses.
One of the consequences of uncertainty at basin scales is
that it affects managers’ capacity to undertake smaller scale
interventions that contribute to basin scale objectives. The risks
associated with undertaking numerous small-scale restoration
activities to achieve large scale outcomes have been recognized
for some time (Bernhardt et al., 2007; Kondolf et al., 2008).
One of the ways of managing this risk is to identify the
contribution that the small-scale restoration activity is expected
to make to achieve the larger scale objective; a task that is
aided by the development of conceptual models (Kondolf et al.,
2008).
The purpose of this paper is to describe how conceptual
models can be used to inform the development, and subsequent
evaluation of ecological objectives for environmental flows
at the Basin scale. Objective-setting is the key initial step
in environmental flow planning (Horne et al., 2017) and
subsequently provides an input into adaptation of the basin
scale water management framework and a foundation for
effective adaptive management of environmental flows including
monitoring and evaluation. We use the example of ongoing
environmental flow management in Australia’s Murray Darling
Basin (MDBA, 2011a; Hart, 2016) to illustrate the main points
because it is one of the first examples of a flow restoration
project seeking to plan, deliver and evaluate environmental
flows across an entire river basin (Poff and Matthews, 2013;
Olden et al., 2014; Stewardson et al., 2017). We begin
by examining the approach taken to setting objectives for
environmental flows and identifying the emerging limitations
with a particular emphasis on basin scale matters. We then
further develop the conceptualization proposed by McCluney
et al. (2014) to consider the variety of conceptual models
available to be adapted to inform adaptive environmental flow
management at the basin scale. Finally, we discuss ways in which
inclusion of a basin-scale conceptualization in environmental
objectives may influence both management and evaluation of
environmental flows drawing in the example of the MurrayDarling Basin.

downstream communities on management of the upstream
catchment, demands a basin-scale approach to planning
sustainable water resource systems. A number of strategies have
been proposed and implemented to address and seek long term
sustainable water resource use over catchment and basin scales
including Integrated Water Resource Management (Vorosmarty
et al., 2013), Strategic Adaptive Management (Freitag et al.,
2014; Laub et al., 2015), Socio-ecohydrological management
(Falkenmark and Folke, 2002) among others (Stewardson et al.,
2017). The successful implementation of all these approaches
relies on there being adequate and accessible information to
inform water planning decisions at the basin-scale (Huntjens
et al., 2010; OECD, 2011; Neto et al., 2018).
Lack of, or incomplete information concerning the flow
regimes required to sustain environmental values at both local
and basin scales represents a significant threat to sustainable
water management. The science of river restoration and
environmental flows is, however, relatively young (Poff and
Matthews, 2013) and while the importance of understanding
large scale, long-term processes is recognized (McCluney et al.,
2014; Thorp, 2014; Vorosmarty et al., 2015), it remains an
emerging challenge (Poff and Matthews, 2013). Historically,
environmental flows science and practice has focused more
on the conservation of single species, progressing to consider
ecosystems and then regions (Poff and Matthews, 2013). More
recently there has been some theoretical consideration of
river macro-systems; networks of connected and interacting
habitat patches (McCluney et al., 2014). Given the large-scale
implications of climate change, incorporating such basin-scale
thinking into river management is more critical than ever
for sustaining ecosystems and human communities into the
future.
The broad range of scales, from meters to 1000 km at
which freshwater systems operate demands that managers need
to understand the role of environmental flows in sustaining
environmental values at each scale (Soranno et al., 2010; Palmer
et al., 2014; van den Belt and Blake, 2015). This represents
a further challenge for managers for several reasons. First,
ecological theory for larger scales is limited (Heffernan et al.,
2014). Second, the larger the spatial scale, the longer the
time scale over which the effects of flow regime changes
will generally take place (Poff et al., 2017). For example,
changes in channel morphology may take decades to stabilize
(Vietz and Finlayson, 2017), while other changes may occur
rapidly in response to severe events such as extreme floods
(Friedman and Lee, 2002; Nelson and Dub, 2016) or anoxic
blackwater events (Whitworth and Baldwin, 2016; Watts et al.,
2018). Third, there have been limited opportunities to examine
large-scale responses to changes in flow regimes and in
particular introduction of environmental flows. Most published
experimental environmental flow studies deal with individual
rivers, with many restricted to a single reach downstream of
a large dam (Olden et al., 2014). The monitoring of these
environmental flows is also constrained, with many projects
focusing on monitoring short-term outcomes of flow events
rather than long-term responses to flow regimes (Olden et al.,
2014; Flotemersch et al., 2016). As a consequence, uncertainty in
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CONTEXT
The MDB, in Australia’s south-east, covers just over 1 million
km2 , 14% of the total area of the continent (Crabb, 1997)
and supports 50% of Australian irrigated agriculture and 2
million people (Roshier and Reid, 2002; Kingsford et al., 2013;
Hart and Davidson, 2017). The Basin spans four states and
the Australian Capital Territory, and as with dryland rivers
around the world, flow is highly variable. The condition of the
Basin’s water dependent ecosystems has declined in response
to multiple stressors (Walker et al., 1994; Davies et al., 2008).
In response, Australian governments implemented the National
Water Initiative and the Federal government passed the Water
Act that required development of the Murray-Darling Basin
Plan (Capon, 2014). The Basin Plan seeks to optimize social,
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(Reynolds, 1983). As technology has enabled improved tracking
of fish it has become clear that for at least some species, long
distance movements are important in breeding (Koster et al.,
2017) and re-colonization of disturbed habitats (Thiem et al.,
2017). The third example is waterbirds who have long been
known to disperse long distances in search of suitable habitat
(Frith, 1957, 1963; Roshier et al., 2001). Flow is an important
influence on these movements at a variety of scales whether it
be providing a network of habitats that act as dispersal corridors
(Dorfman and Kingsford, 2001; Roshier et al., 2001) or foraging
(Roshier and Reid, 2002; Kingsford et al., 2013) and/or refuge
habitats in adjacent river basins (Wen et al., 2016).
As the outcomes of environmental flows in the MBD have
been evaluated (Gawne et al., 2016, 2017), it has become apparent
that these types of relationships may well be important in linking
short-term outcomes to achievement of Basin Plan objectives.
This raises the question of why these connections were not
included in the initial conceptualization. There are likely several
reasons including that the approach was a common approach
used in other systems, including the Murray River where
environmental flows had already achieved significant shortterm outcomes (MDBA, 2011b). Second, that compared to what
was known about ecosystem and species water requirements,
relatively little was known about tele-connections or their
water requirements. With the information emerging from the
monitoring and the adaptive management framework, there
is increasing attention being directed toward thinking about
the long-term context for the short-term environmental flows
and implications for environmental flow management and
evaluation.
McCluney et al. (2014) proposed a macrosystem
conceptualization based on functional process zones
(hydrogeomorphic patches). This model appears to align
with the blackwater example above, but it is not clear to what
extent it applies to waterbirds (and their passengers Figuerola
and Green, 2002) or native fish. Given this and the possibility
that each river basin may require its own conceptualization,
the next section of the paper provides an overview of current
understanding and conceptualization of river basins and their
characteristics.

economic, and environmental outcomes through the integrated
management of water resources within a long-term adaptive
management framework. A key element of the Plan was
acquisition of water entitlements to contribute to a healthy and
working Murray-Darling Basin.
The Basin Plan requires development of a long-term
adaptive management framework that includes monitoring of the
outcomes and evaluation of their contribution to achievement
of Basin Plan objectives (MDBA, 2011a; Gawne et al., 2013).
Effective monitoring programs are based on management
objectives, a conceptual model, availability or feasibility of
collecting data and stakeholder interest (McCluney et al., 2014).
The monitoring needs to include hydrological, hydraulic and
environmental response indicators (McCoy et al., 2018), however,
here we focus on environmental response indicators.
Planning, allocating, and delivering environmental flows
have been informed by the environmental objectives identified
in the Basin Plan, specifically the protection and restoration
of water dependent ecosystems and species of conservation
significance (MDBA, 2011a). This objective is operationalized
for environmental flow planning and management based on
three considerations. The first is, an evaluation of the way flow
regimes have been modified. Second, a focus on important
environmental assets (e.g., Ramsar listed wetlands) and their
water requirements. Third, and nested within the ecosystem
approach, is the use of established species’ flow requirements as
surrogates for ecosystem water requirements. Species included
are long-lived vegetation (River red gum, Black box) and
colonial nesting waterbird breeding (Swirepik et al., 2016). This
approach is complemented by the incorporation of the specific
water requirements of species of conservation significance (e.g.,
southern golden bell frogs, Litoria raniformis Bino et al., 2018
Murray hardyhead fish, Craterocephalus fluviatilis Wedderburn
et al., 2013).
The ecosystem approach focuses attention on the ecosystem
as a discrete ecological entity rather than a component of a
larger system (Capon and Capon, 2017). The approach taken
to environmental flows in the MDB is similar to that used in
other major river restoration initiatives around the world. This
is where environmental flows have been allocated to meet the
requirements of riparian (Porse et al., 2015) and wetland (Sklar
et al., 2001; Lane et al., 2015) vegetation, fish, (Dodrill et al., 2015;
McCoy et al., 2018), and waterbirds (Gaff et al., 2000; Wingard
and Lorenz, 2014).
The approach taken in the MDB reflected common practice
around the globe (Olden et al., 2014), however, the focus
on ecosystems and species diverts attention away from the
connections between ecosystems which although known, were
not incorporated into the conceptual models that informed
environmental flow management. The following are three
examples of large scale or tele-connections known to act across
the Basin. Many rivers in the southern basin experience anoxic
blackwater events when floodwaters return to the main channel
and have the potential to adversely affect fish communities
hundreds of kilometers downstream (Whitworth et al., 2012;
Watts et al., 2018). The second example is native fish, which are
known to be capable of long distance movements for some time
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River Basin Models
River basins have been conceptualized in a wide variety of models
(e.g., River Continuum Concept; Vannote et al., 1980) which vary
in their descriptions of basin-scale properties and processes and
how these might interact to produce basin-scale responses to
anthropogenic pressures and management interventions. These
contrasting perspectives are positioned along a continuum from
a null hypothesis (i.e., that a river basin is not a system at all
but rather an aggregation of smaller-scale systems) through to
more holistic views in which everything is interdependent and
any small change has the capacity to exert an influence at a basinscale. Along this continuum, different river basin models also
vary with respect to the level of importance ascribed to different
parts of the system and the connections among them (Panel 1).
The most obvious and straightforward way to characterize
a river basin is with a linear accumulation of its constituent
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PANEL 1 | Models of Basin-scale ecological structure and function
River basins can be conceptualized differently with implications for prioritization, monitoring and evaluation of environmental flows. Model selection may differ
depending on management objectives or decision-maker preferences. Four major conceptual models are:
1. “Black boxes”
The simplest conceptualization of a river basin is as a “black box,” i.e., a single unit with inputs and outputs and particular attributes, e.g., the size, type, number,
and diversity of components etc. This model assumes the basin is a system but ascribes no significance to the distribution of, or relationships among components
and processes.
Application of this model to environmental flow management leads to the development of targets associated with input (e.g., flow volumes) and outputs (e.g., fish
production or end of valley salt loads). Variable responses to equivalent management interventions are likely to be difficult to explain under this model.
2. River basins as “plum puddings”
Socio-politically, river basins are often conceived as being comprised of assets. This can range from a small number of large assets (plum pudding model); i.e., a
relatively non-significant matrix in which iconic or significant sites are embedded. This model is reflected by many broad-scale conservation approaches, e.g., National
Reserve systems, Ramsar sites, etc.
This model sits at the more holistic end of the conceptualization spectrum and suggests two options for monitoring:
1) If plums are high value assets whose function is to sustain values then the condition of basin-scale values could be evaluated by aggregating the condition of
plums. Effect of flows on plums would be monitored and that would be sufficient.
2) If plums are sources of biota supplying a sink matrix, then both plum response and their connections with the rest of system may be monitored.
3. River basins as linear networks
River networks are linear, heterogeneous, continuous, and hierarchical (Fausch et al., 2002) and longitudinal patterns are important. Linear networks are a useful
framework for considering in-stream processes: fish migration, nutrient cycling, stream metabolism etc. This view of river basins is epitomized by river continuum
model and nutrient spiraling concept (e.g., Newbold et al., 1981), but river network characteristics have now been found to explain fish (Jaeger et al., 2014),
macroinvertebrate (Clarke et al., 2008) and algal (Liu et al., 2013) community characteristics.
Within the network model, the critical components are the different river reaches while the critical connection is the longitudinal connection. Within reach outcomes
would translate to the basin scale through either unique characteristics of particular reaches or the influences that propagate to other components through the
longitudinal connection.
If this model is used, assessment at basin scale focuses on the critical components of the system (upland and lowland sections) and the exchanges between
them.
4. River basins as dynamic patch mosaics
Basins are comprised of a patch mosaic (McCluney et al., 2014) in which patch composition, size, distribution and interactions drive basin structure and function. The
patch mosaic conceptualization has three significant benefits. It improves integration of terrestrial and aquatic systems and supports examination of how relationships
between patches vary through time. Consideration of patch dynamics also provides additional perspectives on heterogeneity within a basin. Third, the patch mosaic
provides a basis for consideration of the role of disturbance in river basins through effects on mosaic composition, distribution and interactions.
Within the patch mosaic, the critical patches may include plums or river reaches described in the plum pudding and river network models but will include other
components believed to interact with the river system at the basin scale. The critical connection will vary depending on the type of patch. Within patch outcomes
would translate to the basin scale through either unique characteristics of particular patches (e.g., supporting an endangered species) or an outcome that propagates
to other patches in the mosaic (e.g., patch acts as a source of recruits).
Adoption of a patch dynamic mosaic requires that the critical components are identified and assessed which may require a significant increase in information
although this will be influenced by the scale, and the definition of patches.
5. Process models
Process models describe key ecological processes (e.g., primary productivity, dispersal, recruitment) that sustain the basin’s character (composition, structure and
function). While some process models can be derived from broad scale data (e.g., remotely sensed), many require small-scale information that then needs to be
scaled up to the basin scale. The advantage of process models is that they are likely to be more sensitive to environmental change and changes in process are likely
to precede basin scale compositional or structural changes.
Components within a process model will include the patch types that support the process and associated connections among them. Process changes will become
significant at the basin scale if a process is unique to a patch (patch is a breeding site for a rare fish), if the process changes in a large number of patches across the
basin (e.g., primary production) or the process outputs propagate across the basin (e.g., dispersal).
Development and application of a process model requires that process information and, where necessary, the information required to scale it up to the basin also
be generated. Once again, this is likely to require a significant increase in the amount of information needed.

seen progress in determining basin-scale measures of some
physical and biogeochemical processes, such as annual water
balance, total sediment yields (e.g., De Rose et al., 2003) and
total nutrient loads (e.g., de Vente and Poesen, 2005). Improved
mapping technologies (i.e., remote sensing and GIS) have also
facilitated better determination of topologic features at basinscales including number of wetlands, inundated area, total stream
length, distribution of stream morphological types (Brierley
and Fryirs, 2016), persistence of permanent water (Bunn et al.,

components: an inventory of their type and measures of their
abundance and rates of change over different time intervals.
We regularly do this at large-scales for climatic variables (e.g.,
mean annual temperature, total annual rainfall, etc.) and socioeconomic variables (e.g., total human population, number of
settlements, % area irrigated) but may be less comfortable
with, or less equipped to calculate, similarly scaled-up metrics
for many ecological attributes beyond simple counts (e.g.,
number of Ramsar wetlands). Recent decades, however, have
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(CEWO) have already recognized this in the MDB and classify
years according to water availability with refuges prioritized
during very dry years and lateral connectivity prioritized during
very wet years (CEWO, 2013, p16). It is, however, possible that
this temporal variation may operate at both longer and shorter
time scales.
From a functional perspective, patterns of internal
connectivity (longitudinal, lateral, and vertical) are significant,
including floodplains and their catchments, and where known
should be included in descriptions of river basin character
(Nislow et al., 2010; Crook et al., 2015). Connectivity governs the
movement of materials, energy and biota within and between
basins and is recognized as fundamental to basin-scale ecological
function and resilience (Pringle, 2003). Different organisms,
life history stages and processes, however, operate across
different scales such that critical patterns of connectivity vary
depending on the species or process being considered (Fuller
et al., 2015). Some species, for example, are broad-ranging across
basins creating opportunities for the existence of strong links
between distant regions whilst others are more restricted (Poiani,
2006). The spatial arrangement of different ecosystems and their
associated habitats within basins will affect connectivity and (e.g.,
proximity of feeding and breeding habitats) is therefore of basinscale ecological importance. Information on patterns of internal
connectivity enable development of a network conceptualization.
The network describes the interactions between parts of the basin
mediated by the patterns of connectivity. The precise nature of
the network model will depend on the biota being considered
with linear networks being appropriate for macroinvertebrates
(Clarke et al., 2008) and fish (Lois and Cowley, 2017; Radinger
et al., 2017), while a dispersed network may be more appropriate
for waterbirds (Kingsford et al., 2010; Pedler et al., 2014) and
their passengers (Reynolds et al., 2015).
Access to information on the distribution and abundance
of ecosystem types within a basin enables development of a
patch dynamics conceptualization and associated description
(van Coller et al., 2000; Landis, 2003; Talley, 2007). While a
patch dynamics model does not make any assumptions about
whether or how the patches interact, it does provide an important
source of information on changes in the relative abundance of
patches and the landscape mosaic in which they are located. This
information can then inform development of hypotheses around
issues of connectivity and interdependence. A patch dynamic
model may be of value when considering the management of
environmental flows under climate change in which the system
will need to adapt but continue to sustain nominated values
(Girard et al., 2015).
Our limited knowledge of many species distributions and
interactions in freshwater ecosystems often precludes the
estimation of more process-based biological measures, e.g.,
patterns of dispersal, recruitment etc. Remote sensing techniques,
however, increasingly enable a degree of quantification of certain
biological processes (e.g., primary production) and ecosystem
condition (e.g., vegetation greenness) at basin scales (Dornhofer
and Oppelt, 2016). More elaborate descriptors depend on
knowledge of both the presence of ecological components and
the interactions among them and may include measures such

2006), and density of stream confluences (Benda et al., 2004).
Biodiversity characteristics can similarly be described for a basin
as a whole, i.e., numbers of species, composition, functional
diversity etc. Describing river basins as a single unit and its
associated inventory of characteristics provides a basis for the
development of a black box conceptualization (Panel 1) to
support management. The black box conceptualization makes
no assumptions about whether the basin is a system or an
aggregation. In terms of setting objectives for and evaluating
environmental flows, a black box model makes no assumptions
about the system and would be appropriate in situations
where either very little is known, or where environmental flow
management is undertaken at the scale of catchments within the
Basin, and the focus was evaluating effectiveness across the Basin.
More elaborate descriptors use knowledge of both the
presence of ecological components and some, albeit limited,
knowledge of species’ distributions. For example, in the process
to get a wetland Ramsar listed, the nomination needs to provide
information against 9 criteria concerning the role of the wetland
in representing or supporting biodiversity in the region and
the conservation status of dependent biota (Ramsar, 2016,
page 45). If managers have undertaken a review of the basin’s
environmental assets then the basin description can include
descriptions of these assets. In contrast to the “black box” model
that describes the basin as a single entity, this information enables
the basin to be conceptualized as a unit containing a limited
number of high value assets; the plum pudding model (Panel 1).
The plum pudding conceptualization still makes no assumptions
about whether the basin is a system or an aggregation, but does
provide a focus for delivery of environmental flows within the
basin and their evaluation.
Beyond whole of basin characteristics, there are
conceptualization of river basins that account for their internal
structure and function. The Riverine Ecosystem Synthesis (RES)
described rivers as being comprised of a series of Functional
Process Zones (FPZ) (Thorp et al., 2006; McCluney et al., 2014)
and a number of classification systems for rivers (Kasprak et al.,
2016) and wetlands (Pressey and Adam, 1995; Brooks, 2017) are
now available. At a finer scale we also have information on the
structure of specific wetlands (Swirepik et al., 2016) or habitats
that support particular taxa (e.g.,Young et al., 2011) that may be
key ecological assets at a basin-scale. The spatial organization
of such ecological constituents (e.g., species’ distributions)
can differ considerably between basins that possess otherwise
comparable compositional attributes (e.g., the same species
pool). The degree of spatial heterogeneity of ecological attributes
at a basin scale may be particularly important, not least because
riverine macrosystems often display high cross-scale resistance
to disturbances as a result of temporal asynchrony between their
constituent patches (McCluney et al., 2014). Basins with greater
spatial heterogeneity might therefore be expected to exhibit
greater resilience to certain disturbances than more ecologically
homogenous basins (Stendera et al., 2012). The temporal
asynchrony introduces an important temporal dimension to
the delivery of environmental flows given that the specific
sites important for sustaining populations are likely to vary
through time. The Commonwealth Environmental Water Office
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watering events will influence the spatial heterogeneity and
juxtaposition of ecological patches within a basin therefore
influencing portfolio effects and basin-scale resilience (McCluney
et al., 2014).
Identification of a basin scale concept and flow-contribution
concepts are an important input to the design of a monitoring
program (Bernhardt et al., 2007; Wingard and Lorenz, 2014).
Monitoring responses to environmental flows remains a
challenge due to both knowledge gaps (McCoy et al., 2018)
and the complex relationship between flow and ecological
response (Summers et al., 2015) which can lead to variable
responses (Souchon et al., 2008; Poff and Zimmerman, 2010).
These challenges increase at larger scales due to the increased
number of confounding variables that may influence or obscure
environmental responses (Summers et al., 2015). Given the levels
of uncertainty about the influence of flow regimes at the basin
scale, applying our conceptual understanding to the design of
effective monitoring and evaluation is necessary to support basinscale adaptive management (Convertino et al., 2013).

as biomass production or carrying capacity e.g., of fish; (Ziv
et al., 2012). River basins can also be characterized with respect
to their overall ecological interactions with other systems at
continental or global scales. Examples include a basin’s role in
sustaining migratory species or whether it is a sink or source of
organisms (Heffernan et al., 2014). Development of a processbased conceptualization remains a significant challenge due to
measurement difficulties, high degree of spatial and temporal
heterogeneity and the range of scales over which they operate.
With some being very localized but important at a Basin scale
(e.g., sustaining habitat for a migratory bird), localized but
propagating out to influence a significant area (e.g., waterbird
recruitment) or being widespread across the basin (e.g., tree
recruitment).
Ultimately, what is required are models that include the basin
characteristics (structural, functional) that are relevant to the
question being asked while achieving a balance between the
simplistic and fatuous at one extreme and the complex but
incomprehensible at the other. A “plum pudding” model, for
example, may be appropriate for federal or regional authorities
responsible for the management of national parks or Ramsar
wetlands while decision-makers concerned with national or
continental-scale comparisons of river basins may be best served
by “black box” models. Model selection may also be informed by
current ecological understanding of the basin-scale component
or process being targeted by management. Managers concerned
with basin-scale vegetation conservation, for example, might
therefore opt for a patch dynamics model, as it most closely
describes vegetation habitat (van Coller et al., 2000) while
network models, describing habitat and connectivity, may better
suit those managing fisheries (Crook et al., 2015; Eros, 2017).

Measurement and Monitoring
There are numerous criteria for selecting indicators (Cairns et al.,
1993; Dale and Beyler, 2001; Doren et al., 2009) and innumerable
potential indicators that could be monitored (Jorgensen et al.,
2013; Pander and Geist, 2013; McCoy et al., 2018). In the MDB
example, selection of environmental indicators of environmental
flow outcomes was influenced by this extensive literature
on indicators (Donnelly et al., 2007; King et al., 2015), the
management (Basin Plan) objectives and the objectives of
the monitoring program (Gawne et al., 2013). Monitoring
design was, therefore, based on a train of logic that started
with the flow objective conceptualizations, which informed
environmental flow planning which then informed the design of
the monitoring program. As a consequence, any changes in the
basin scale conceptualization would cascade down to influence
the monitoring program.
The water requirement conceptualizations led to a monitoring
program based on seven sites across the MDB that examine
short (<12 months) and long-term (1–5years) outcomes for
hydrology vegetation (Stewardson and Guarino, 2018), inchannel metabolism and fish populations (Gawne et al., 2014).
While some of the sites were extensive (e.g., Murrumbidgee site
covers 750 river km), the focus on sites without consideration of
tele-connections increased two risks. The first, discussed earlier,
is that both short-term responses and long-term legacies would
be more, or less, likely to occur due to the influence of teleconnections. Including consideration of tele-connections may
have allowed inclusion of additional data that would have helped
explain some of the expected variation in response to flows
through time and among sites (Poff and Zimmerman, 2010).
Second, the design increases the risk that long-term legacies
of environmental flows are not detected because they become
manifest outside the monitored areas. For example, fish may
move laterally or longitudinally to complete their life cycle (Eros,
2017) or vegetation may produce seeds that influence either
downstream systems (Nilsson et al., 2010; Greet et al., 2011;

Basin-scale Effects of Environmental Watering
The models described above will help formulate environmental
flow objectives, but additional information is required to monitor
and evaluate the anticipated contribution of smaller-scale
environmental flows to achievement of basin-scale objectives
(Kondolf et al., 2008). There are three conceptual pathways by
which smaller-scale environmental flows can contribute to basinscale objectives. First, some localized outcomes of small-scale
environmental flows may be of basin-scale significance simply
due to the uniqueness of the values which they support, e.g.,
survival of an isolated population of an endangered species (Bino
et al., 2018). Second, the cumulative effects of multiple watering
interventions dispersed either spatially or through time (or both)
can influence ecological character and condition at the basinscale including measures of presence/absence and totals/rates
of constituent elements as well as their spatial arrangement
and heterogeneity e.g., riparian vegetation (Shafroth et al.,
2017; Cunningham et al., 2018). Finally, small-scale watering
interventions can exert an influence on large-scale processes
or basin-scale properties. For example, local watering may
influence basin-scale patterns of connectivity, e.g., by bridging
a gap in wetland “stepping stones” along a flyway for migrating
bird species (Amezaga et al., 2002; Kingsford et al., 2010) or
facilitating recolonization by species persisting in local refuges
(Thiem et al., 2017). Similarly, the cumulative effects of multiple
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Parolin et al., 2013) or systems subsequently visited by waterbirds
(Figuerola and Green, 2002).
The general indicators used to monitor and evaluate Basin
Plan environmental flows (vegetation, metabolism, fish)
may not have been influenced by the conceptualization. It
is likely, however, that the specific metrics (e.g., population
characteristics), process indicators linking flow to general
indicators and the sampling design would have been different.
This suggests that the basin conceptualization will influence
the selection of indicators. As an illustration we have taken
the framework developed by Noss (1990) that classifies
biodiversity indicators as compositional, structural, or
functional and provided examples of basin-scale indicators
relevant to each of the conceptual models (Table 1). As
described in Table 1, a “black box” conceptualization
suggests the selection of indicators concerning totals of
compositional elements (e.g., species numbers) or rates of
functional processes (e.g., biomass turnover). In contrast, a
basin network model is more likely to monitor structural
or functional measures concerning the arrangement and
operation of network nodes and segments. This does not
preclude the application of other criteria for the selection
of indicators (e.g., diagnostic ability, feasibility or sensitivity
Doren et al., 2009) but consideration of the conceptual model
ensures that monitoring outputs enable evaluation of our

understanding of the system which is an important part of
adaptive management (Parrott and Quinn, 2016; Roberts et al.,
2016).
The pathway by which indicator responses contribute to
Basin scale objectives (Figure 1) was an important input to the
design. Where small-scale effects have basin-scale significance
due to their uniqueness, sampling is often constrained to
areas directly influenced by management interventions. In
contrast, if basin-scale outcomes are to be achieved through
aggregated effects of multiple small-scale interventions, sampling
will also need to quantify the proportion of the basin
influenced by management interventions. Similarly, if basinscale outcomes are expected to occur via large-scale propagation
of changes from a small area of intervention, then sampling
will need to assess the entire basin or, using the appropriate
conceptualization, monitor those areas in which outcomes are
expected.

Evaluating Ecological Significance at a
Basin-scale
In addition to selecting appropriate indicators to evaluate
basin-scale outcomes of environmental watering, frameworks
to assess measured indicators and their variation in time
and space in relation to management objectives are also
required. In many cases, decision-makers will want to know

TABLE 1 | Examples of the different types of compositional, structural, and functional indicators that would be relevant to each of the different conceptual models
(adapted from Noss, 1990).
BASIN-SCALE INDICATORS
Conceptual models

Black box

Compositional

Structural

Functional

Indicators of the constituent parts of the
system

Indicators of the ways that the constituent
parts are arranged within the system

Indicators of processes that influence the
system’s structure, composition, or condition

Means, totals—e.g., species, habitats

Inputs/outputs—e.g., nutrients
Rates of processes—e.g., decomposition
Retention of materials/biota—e.g., sediment

Plum pudding

Number of iconic sites—e.g., Ramsar
wetlands

Spatial arrangement of iconic sites

Number of rare species Population size of
rare species
Reticulated network

Disturbance processes
Demographic processes of key species

Numbers of nodes

Identity, distribution, length of reaches

Movement of organisms

Number and types of reach (functional
process zone)

Connectivity among reaches

Retention of material e.g., detritus

Fragmentation e.g., Barriers

Transformation of organisms e.g., herbivory,
predation
Transformation of material e.g.,
decomposition

Patch mosaic

Process

Identity, distribution, richness of patches

Heterogeneity

Species minimal viable population size(s)

Fragmentation

Patch persistence and turnover
Presence and distribution of refugia

Minimum extent of ecosystem type(s)

Juxtaposition of patches

Metapopulation dynamics

Species or patches that influence processes

Distribution of energy flow processes in
space and time

Energy flow rates

Species or patches that influence system
response to disturbance

Locations of sediment sources and sinks

Patch persistence and turn-over
Sediment and geomorphic processes
Nutrient fluxes
Contaminant fluxes
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FIGURE 1 | An illustration of how the pathway by which management interventions are expected to influence basin-scale outcomes may influence monitoring of
basin-scale indicators. If interventions are expected to produce local outcomes of basin significance, then both short and long-term monitoring will focus on the areas
targeted by management actions. If interventions are expected to have significant basin-scale outcomes through the aggregation of outcomes across the basin then
monitoring (both long and short term) would seek to generate a basin scale estimate through a selection of random or fixed sites. If, however, interventions are
expected to have significant basin-scale outcomes through the propagation of outcomes across the basin then monitoring in the short term should focus on the
intervention sites to quantify the area-scale short-term response. Long-term intervention monitoring (both long and short term) would then seek to quantify the extent
) river channel, ( ) wetland, (
)
to which long-term outcomes had propagated from the sites where short-term outcomes had been observed. Key to diagrams (
floodplain, and ( ) sample site.

provide managers with clearly assessable goals (e.g., Carwardine
et al., 2009), non-target based approaches can also promote a
more nuanced approach to decision-making involving trade-offs
rather than absolutes (Capon and Capon, 2017). With regards
to evaluating the basin-scale significance of environmental flows,
for instance, utility functions could enable managers to consider
trade-offs between predicted benefits and the amount of water
delivered.

what changes are ecologically significant at a basin-scale.
Most commonly, significant changes reported by ecological
monitoring involve evaluation of indicators against targets
which are usually defined in relation to socio-political values
or the quantification of biological components or processes
or some combination of both (Carwardine et al., 2009).
Basin-scale objectives for environmental watering may include
such socio-politically determined targets as the maintenance
of the ecological character of all Ramsar wetlands or the
conservation of endangered species within that basin. More
ecologically informed targets, however, could be developed in
relation to structural and functional indicators associated with
network or patch mosaic models, e.g., the maintenance of
particular levels of heterogeneity or connectivity between habitat
types. Indicators arising from “black box” basin models may
also be used to develop targets such as keeping catchment
sediment loads below certain threshold values. In all cases,
however, the particular significance level assigned to indicators
to specify targets will necessarily be subjective and based
on what is deemed to be an acceptable (or unacceptable)
level of change (e.g., nil loss, no more than 30% change
etc.).
Non-target based, but quantitative approaches to evaluating
the significance of conservation actions have also been proposed.
Linear and curved utility functions, for example, enable managers
to assess the benefits of incremental increases in the application
of conservation measures (Davis et al., 2006; Wilson et al.,
2007). Although such approaches can be criticized for failing to
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Multiple Conceptual Models
An interesting point to emerge from the development of
long-term intervention monitoring in the MDB was that the
integrated concepts that underpinned environmental water
planning (flow changes, ecosystem water requirements, and
species water requirements) were subsequently disaggregated
to support objective setting and evaluation processes. This
pragmatic application of conceptual knowledge arose from the
need for strong supporting science and the development of an
ecosystem scale conceptualization. This raises the question of
whether development of a basin scale conceptualization, as per
Poff and Matthews (2013) would have improved outcomes. A
basin scale model may have focused attention on the basin scale
rather than on the water requirements of individual ecosystems
with unknown consequences for those ecosystems. A unified
basin-scale model may also not have supported the application
of model components to environmental flow objective setting,
monitoring or evaluation. This is not to say that monitoring
and evaluation is not revealing new basin-scale insights, rather
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2011) and we have limited capacity to predict outcomes
(Stendera et al., 2012; Savenije et al., 2014). We have a
much better understanding of smaller-scale, faster acting
responses to change, however, there are challenges associated
with scaling these up to a basin scale due to the complex
nature of these systems (de Vente and Poesen, 2005; Thorp,
2014).
The second limitation is the integration of macro-scale
considerations into basin-scale integrated water management.
At the scale of an individual ecosystem, it is feasible in some
instances to isolate or insulate the system from some major
pressures. This can be achieved by creating protected areas or
by focusing limited resources on a small number of systems. For
example, the Living Murray program in south-eastern Australia
allocates environmental flows to five iconic wetland sites along
its 2,500 km length in order to ensure outcomes are achieved
(MDBA, 2016). The limitation of this approach is that it is
not dealing with the stress at the scale at which it occurs, so
that interconnectedness among ecosystems within a basin can
constrain rehabilitation (Dudgeon et al., 2006).
There are also numerous technical and logistical challenges
associated with the adaptive management of environmental water
at the basin scale. Limited information on basin characteristics
and their response to change affects development of an
appropriate reference or benchmark for setting objectives and
evaluating management interventions. Managing at the basin
scale also requires engagement of a greater diversity of people and
institutions, which brings a new suite of challenges (Margerum
and Whitall, 2004).

that if a basin scale model were to be developed, that the
approach adopted in the MDB, has a number of benefits.
Specifically, that examining the system from several different
perspectives provides a strong foundation for an environmental
flows program and carries with it the opportunity to pick, choose,
integrate and adapt the relevant perspectives for the various
activities required to plan, deliver and evaluate those flows (Hart,
2016).
The development and application of multiple models
provided a means of dealing with complexity and through
comparison of different models identifies cross-scale interactions
and trade-offs. Here we have emphasized the spatial component,
but it is likely that the variety of environmental flow types
and their legacies will also require individual conceptualizations
which underscores the need for multiple models.
Many large-scale restoration programs utilize multiple
models. In some instances, the different models focus on different
threats (Nõges et al., 2016; Davis et al., 2017). In other systems
multiple models are developed to forecast responses by different
biotic groups (Sklar et al., 2001; Lovich and Melis, 2007). In
many ways these approaches are similar to the approach taken
in the MDB in that their focus is ecosystems and species
and while there may be a basin-scale conceptualization (Perry,
2004) the development of multiple basin scale conceptualizations
appears unusual. The experience in the MDB suggests that the
development of multiple conceptual models at the basin scale
provides an improved foundation for the adaptive management
of basin-scale management of environmental flows.

Challenges and Future Directions
Current Limitations

Opportunities

There are two broad limitations. The first, as noted earlier
are knowledge gaps in macro-system ecology (McCain,
2013; McCluney et al., 2014). There have been significant
improvements in our understanding of river basins that mean
we can now describe the key ecological constituents, and
some of the critical connections and processes that sustain
values such as diversity and the provision of ecosystem services
(Trabucchi et al., 2012; Boulton et al., 2016; Flotemersch et al.,
2016). While managers can be confident in the identification
of key constituents, there has been little examination of the
number, area or distribution of these constituents required
to sustain values, due at least in part to ongoing questions
about the effectiveness of protected areas for freshwater
systems (Chessman, 2013; Hermoso et al., 2016). Similarly, the
importance of longitudinal and lateral patterns of connectivity
is now recognized, but there is more uncertainty about biotic
connections including the movements of some species of
fish (Baumgartner et al., 2014; Stoffels et al., 2014, 2016) or
hydrochory in sustaining plant communities (Nilsson et al.,
2010; Parolin et al., 2013). It is likely that this knowledge
will accumulate slowly as many macro-scale changes are
likely to occur over extended periods of time from decades
(e.g., population declines) to centuries, e.g., shifts in channel
morphology (Jiang et al., 2018). In many instances macroscale responses to anthropogenic disturbances take time to
become manifest (Petts and Gurnell, 2005; Mac Nally et al.,

Despite the major challenges identified above, CEWO is
already exploring opportunities to incorporate macro-scale
ecology into the management of environmental flows. For
example, coordinated delivery of flows to multiple wetlands
(CEWO, 2017) and coordinate releases from several rivers
to support native fish populations (CEWO, 2018). These
changes in the delivery of environmental water represent
the completion of the adaptive management cycle at the
operational level. The intervention monitoring is also in the
process of being reviewed and there will be opportunities
to adapt the monitoring design to include consideration
of these types of water actions and their associated large
scale, long-term responses. The Basin Plan is reviewed every
five years with a major review to be undertaken in 2024
(Australian Government, 2012). This will be an opportunity to
apply the knowledge generated from the allocation of water
across the Basin to the conceptualization that underpins the
management, monitoring and evaluation of environmental flows.
In preparation for the review there will be opportunities to utilize
the data gathered by the intervention and condition monitoring
to start to identify some of the cross-scale interactions
and connections that influence macrosystem responses to
environmental flows (Thorp, 2014). This process could apply
some of the lessons learnt from other large-scale, long-term
monitoring programs, such as the U.S. wadeable streams
assessment (Paulsen et al., 2008) or European water directive
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monitoring (Kaika, 2003; Hering et al., 2010) to undertake
comparisons among river basins. The outputs of this analysis
would help reduce uncertainty around the water required to
sustain environmental values across the Basin and support the
successful implementation of adaptive management at the basin
scale in accordance with the Basin Plan (Australian Government,
2007, 2012).
The identification of macro-scale influences of flow regimes
is likely to create further technical challenges in terms of
the monitoring and evaluation of environmental flows at
multiple scales. There are, however, advances in our capacity
to monitor responses to environmental flows, including remote
sensing and GIS modeling that increase managers’ capacity to
generate basin-scale data. For example, remote sensing can now
support river morphology (Belletti et al., 2017), organic matter
input (Hoffmann et al., 2016) and individual tree condition
(Shendryk et al., 2016) assessments. Improvements in monitoring
technology are also likely to improve opportunities for
extensive on ground monitoring through increased community
participation, telemetry and techniques such as environmental
DNA. There are similar advances in our capacity to manage the
large data sets created by these new monitoring approaches (Koo
et al., 2015; Etzion and Aragon-Correa, 2016). The existence
of large complex data sets also provides opportunities for
novel analytical techniques to extract more value from the data
collected (Phan et al., 2016).

platform for identifying synergies, trade-offs and risks associated
with proposed management actions.
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planning, monitoring and evaluation of environmental flows.
Within this context the development of a series of conceptual
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in the adaptive management process will facilitate application of
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